Taxiway Lima
accountability and flexibility

The Concept

Key Consultants

Taxiway Lima has evolved into a partnership that supports
governments and the aviation industry of developing and
emerging nations with relevant operational and strategic
expertise, mainly during start-up and turn-around processes. We
always provide accountability and flexibility by industry
veterans.

Taxiway Lima's consultants all come with decades of
first and secon line management roles within the
aviation industry. As such, we know from our own
experience where the typical bottlenecks of the
aviation value chain lie.
Capt. Alexander de Vos, MBA
Airline, Airport, Strategy, Change
Management, Start-up, Operations,
Africa, Asia, Europe, Middle East

What does set us apart from our competition? We specialize in
start-ups and change management projects in developing and
emerging countries. By focusing on such a relatively small market,
we pride to call ourselves experts. Experts that have been there,
numerous times and long enough to realize that not every
organization has the expertise in-house in order to progress to
the next level. All our consultants possess a wealth of first and
second line management experience in the aviation industry. We
do not employ straight-out-of-university rookies so you always
can rely on solutions that worked for us in the past and are
specifically tailored to your individual problem set.

Customers

Edward Jacob
Airline, Airport, Strategy, Operations,
Performance, North America
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Our consultants live around the world and
thus can be deployed onto your project much
more smoothly and with lesser delay. And,
although fully realizing the boundaries of
being consultants, we take accountability for
our actions. If problems arise as a result of our
consulting work, we do not hide behind the
'adviser' role smoke screen only. Instead, we
work double as hard to rectify the problem.
Again, we come from the seat you are
currently occupying so we know the strain
your position brings.

Luca Zadra
Airline, Strategy, Start-up, Commercial,
Europe, Middle East

Due diligence, business planning, and start-up for a regional airline
Aeronautical Safety Studies
Due diligence and business planning for an air ambulance operation
Due diligence and business planning for a private jet operation
Instrument Procedure Design and Specialist Support
Regional representation for a flight school
Due diligence and business planning for a private jet operation
Set-up of a regional office for a flight school
Member of the start-up management team for an international airline
Member of the start-up team and interim manager for an int. airline
Member of the start-up team and mgr. for a European sea plane operator

Contact us
Taxiway Lima ™ Aviation Consultancy
Winninger Str. 76
Koblenz, Germany
Visit us at: www.taxiway-lima.com
Phone: +49 1520 4562836 (Central European Time)
Mail: taxiway-lima@taxiway-lima.com

